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During a press conference, Australian public health chief Dr. Kerry Chant remarked, “We will
be looking at what contact tracing looks like in the New World Order.”

The comments were made during the same briefing in which Premier Gladys Berejiklian said
that unvaccinated people would remain under lockdown indefinitely.

Chant was asked if “exposure sites” such as pubs would still be subject to contact tracing
and shut down if someone who visits them tests positive for COVID-19 if and when Australia
lifts its brutal lockdown.

“We will be looking at what contact tracing looks like in the New World Order…yes it will
be pubs and clubs and other things if we have a positive case there,” said Chant, who is
the Chief Health Officer for New South Wales.

New World Order.
pic.twitter.com/PSHbn3HhBY

— Laurence Fox ✌���✌� (@LozzaFox) September 9, 2021

“Just file that in the Alex Jones was right section,” commented one Twitter user.

Just file that in the Alex Jones was right section… https://t.co/bYLx6qNjer

— Halfmast Swanson (@samesocksrock) September 9, 2021

The term ‘New World Order’ then began trending on Twitter as the social media giant
desperately tried to assert that the whole thing was an ‘unfounded conspiracy theory.’
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“Fact-checkers  have  regularly  debunked  claims  connected  to  the  conspiracy  theory,”
claimed the explainer. “The phrase is regularly used to times of change or cultural shift.”

Always funny when they are forced into these desperate denials.

"Let  us  explain  why  what  she  said  isn't  actually  what  she  said."
pic.twitter.com/zFSx1CBg7H

— Paul Joseph Watson (@PrisonPlanet) September 9, 2021

In reality, the term has long been used by world leaders and other public officials as a signal
that they are fully on board with the consensus to create a ‘New World Order’ – which in its
simplest terms means an aggressive centralization of power at the expense of stripping
liberties from the population.

It’s little surprise that the comment came from Dr. Chant, the stern-faced bureaucrat who
has become notorious for her authoritarian pronouncements.

As we highlighted earlier this week, Chant said that COVID will be with us “forever” and
people will have to “get used to” taking endless booster vaccines

Back in July, she ordered Australians not to talk to each other, even if they were wearing
masks.

“Whilst  it’s  human  nature  to  engage  in  conversation  with  others,  to  be  friendly,
unfortunately this is not the time to do that,” said Chant, adding, “So even if you run
into your next door neighbor in the shopping center…don’t start up a conversation.”

SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA.

DON’T  ACT  LIKE  A  HUMAN.  DON’T  TALK  TO YOUR FRIENDS,  EVEN WHEN
M A S K E D .  D O N ’ T  B E  F R I E N D L Y .  T H I S  I S  N O T  T H E  T I M E .
pic.twitter.com/iiPgz2D8Bb

— NoRisk_NoReward (@noreward_norisk) July 20, 2021
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Featured image: NSW Chief Medical Officer Dr Kerry Chant and Health Minister Brad Hazzard during a
COVID-19 update in Sydney Source: AAP
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